
Centor 335 Folding Door

For homeowners



Centor 335 Folding Door

Folding doors allow you to open up entire walls of your 
home or conservatory to the outdoors. They flatten to 
the side so you can maximise, use and enjoy all of your 
available living space.

The 335 Folding Door (formally Centor C1) is Centor’s most 
affordable thermally-improved aluminium folding door, with 
robust, square-cut corner construction. Available in both 
inward and outward opening configurations, the 335 is a 
bottom-rolling system, perfect for use in a renovation or 
conservatory where a structural beam is not required. 

All Centor doors and windows are painted using our 
industry-leading paint process that provides the highest 
levels of corrosion resistance. Each extrusion that makes  
up the frame and panels is painted after cutting and 
machining have taken place, so every surface of the 
aluminium is coated.

• Aluminium, in a range of RAL colours.
• Bottom-rolling carriers feature self-cleaning wheels.
• Tamper-proof hinge flaps are fixed in the edge of  

the stile.
• Choice of sills available, including compact,  

easy access, low outward, low inward and flat.
• Intermediate panels are secured in one easy  

movement with the Centor Twinpoint lock.
• Double or triple glazing available.

Centor 335 Folding Doors are available exclusively through 
a network of Centor Dealers. You can experience the 
effortlessly smooth Centor 335 system at showrooms 
throughout the UK. 

Contemporary doors  
for every home

Lasting peace of mind

Should a property settle over time, panels can be 
adjusted both vertically and laterally, so the doors 

continue to glide smoothly with fingertip operation.

Easy locking

The Centor Twinpoint lock is simple to use, with an 
elegant central handle operating concealed top and 

bottom bolts to secure panels in one easy movement 
– no bending or reaching to unlatch tricky bolts. 

Smooth operation

The doors will operate smoothly for years to come, 
thanks to Centor-grade engineering. The bottom-
rolling carriers glide in a flat track on low-friction, 

self-cleaning wheels.



335 Folding Door

Hockley Heath, England

Dealer: Traditional Conservatories
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About Centor 

As a third-generation family business, Centor has spent the 
last 68-years helping people to connect with the beautiful 
world outside and expand and improve their living spaces. 
Its award-winning range includes reliable folding door 
hardware, screen and shade systems and the world’s first 
Integrated Door.

Centor Europe Ltd

Unit 6 Elmdon Trading Estate
Bickenhill Lane
Birmingham
B37 7HE
t +44 (0) 121 701 2500
mail.uk@centor.com
www.centor.com


